In this paper we deal with the problem of the expression of monomial curves in the affine or projective n-dimensional space as set-theoretic complete intersections. We develop two techniques for finding monomial curves which are set-theoretic complete intersections. Using these two techniques we are able to generalize all previous known results and give infinitely many examples of monomial curves which are set-theoretic complete intersections in an affine or projective n-dimensional space, for any n.
Introduction
Let K be a field of characteristic zero and ml < rn2 < ... < m, be positive integers, the g.c.d. of which equals 1. By an a@ne monomial curve C = C(ml,m2, . . . ,m,) we mean a curve with generic zero (t"', P, . . . , tmn) in the affine n-dimensional space A", over the field K. By a projective monomial curve we mean a curve with generic zero in the projective n-dimensional space P", over the field K.
An ideal I in a Noetherian ring R is called a set-theoretic complete intersection (s.t.c.i., for short), if there are s = height(Z) elements fi,f2, . . . ,f, E Z, such that rad(Z) = rad( f,, fi , . . . ,fs). In particular, a curve C in A" or in P", is called a set-theoretic complete intersection if its defining ideal I(C) is generated by n -1 elements up to radical.
The general problem of whether all monomial curves are set-theoretic complete intersections is still open. There are nevertheless some partial results in this direction.
It is well known that: (i) all monomial curves in A3 are s.t.c.i. (see [l, 11,21] ),
The main theorem
In this section we associate to each monomial curve in A" a projective monomial curve in P"-l. The monomial curve C = C(m,, m2, . . . , m,) is associated to the projective monomial curve P(C) with generic zero (U (m. (i) C is set-theoretic complete intersection, (ii) the projective closure C of C is set-theoretic complete intersection, and (iii) the afine counterpart of C, C(m,, m, -ml, . . . , m, -m,_ J, is set-theoretic complete intersection.
Proof. (i) From condition (a) we deduce that there exist homogeneous polynomials FI,Fz, . . . , F,_, in K[Xr, . . . ,X,1, such that I(P(C)) = rad(F,, F2, . . . , F,,_ 2).
Let f be the ring homomorphism from KIX1,XZ, . . . ,X,] to K [u,u] , given by f(Xi) = u(mn-mi)*y(mi-ml)*, i = 1, . . . ,n.
The kernel of fis the defining ideal I(P(C)) of the projective monomial curve P(C). According to condition (b), there exists at least one polynomial Fnel, such that f(F,,_ I) = (P -I.I~I)~ for some 1.
We claim that C is the s.t.c.i. of F1, FZ, . . . , F,,_ 1. We shall prove the claim by considering a common zero of F1, F1, . . . , F,,_ 1, say r =(x1,x2, . . . ,x,) in K", where If denotes the algebraic closure of K. This x is also a common zero of F1, . . . , F,,_,. Therefore it can be written as x = (a&-ml)*, . , . , Uh-m)*Oh-m)*, . . . , pn--md*)
for some u, u in If. Furthermore, since x is a zero of F,_ 1 too, we have f(F.-r(4) = (urn" -uml)r = 0. Thus u and u satisfy the relation urn. = urn'. Setting u = P, we get u = cotm*, where o is a ml-root of unity. The g.c.d. of g and ml is 1, which means that there exist integers k and I, such that k is positive and kg + Iml = 1.
Replacing the values of u and u in x, we get x = (T"', Tm2, . . . , YP), where T = gkt(m. Eliahou [9] proved that the curve (t4, t6, t7, t9) is s.t.c.i. in A& by using a refinement of Cowsik's Lemma for monomial curves, which says that: if the symbolic Rees algebra of a monomial curve C is finitely generated, then C is globally a s.t.c.i.
(see l3,U ).
Using Theorem 2.1, we see that the curve (t4, t6, t7, t9) is associated to the curve (u5,u3z?, u2u3, us) and the binomial (u9 -u4). The latter curve is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay and it is therefore the s.t.c.i. of X", -X1X: and X: -3XtX:X4 + 3x1x2x3x: -x:x:. On the other hand, (u9 -u4)5 belongs to K [us, u3u2,u2u3,u5] . Therefore, the Eliahou's curve is the s.t.c.i. ofXz -X1X:,X: -3X:X:X4 + 3X,X,X,X: -X:X: and XT -5X:X$ + 10X':X2X3 -10X:X: + 5X3,X: -X",.
From Theorem 2.1 we conclude also that the projective closure of the Eliahou's curve, (u9, usu4, u3u6, u2v7, u9) , and the affine counterpart, (t2, t3, t5, t9), are s.t.c.i. Example 2.3. Let C be the monomial curve (t, t3, t4). C is the s.t.c.i. of X2 -XT and X3 -X:. By the method introduced in this section, C is associated with the projective monomial curve (u3, uv2, u3) and the binomial (u" -v). No power of (u4 -u) belongs to K[u3,uv2, u3], since 1 does not belong to the semigroup generated by 2 and 3. Hence, by the use of Theorem 2.1, we cannot prove that (t, t3, t4) is s.t.c.i.. But that was not unexpected, since the projective closure of C is (u4,u3u,uv3,u4), which is not a bihomogeneous s.t.c.i. (see [19, 201) . Example 2.4. In the case, in which the characteristic p of our underlying field K is positive, all affine (see [6] ) and projective (see [4, 10, 13 and 171) monomial curves are s.t.c.i. We can use Theorem 2.1 to give an easy proof of these two results.
Choosing the power of the binomial in the condition (b) of Theorem 2.1 to be pk(m, -ml)*, where k is a big enough, we see that condition (b) is always satisfied, since (um. _ vml)Pk(m.-ml)* = (uPkmn. _ vp*m~)(~.-mP+
In the projective plane all (monomial) curves are s.t.c.i.. Therefore, Theorem 2.1 automatically proves that all monomial curves are s.t.c.i. in A3 and P3 and, of course, inductively, that all monomial curves are s.t.c.i. in A" and P".
The first technique
In this section we describe the first technique which is based on Theorem 2.1 and produces infinitely many examples of monomial curves, which are set-theoretic complete intersections in A" or P", for every n. Let us first introduce some terminology that will help us to give a better expression of the condition (b) in Theorem 2.1.
Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers and ei denote the pair ((m, -mi)*, (mi -ml)*). Let S be the semigroup in N2 generated by the set {ei 1 i = 1,. . . , n}, S1 the numerical semigroup generated by the set ((mi -ml)* ( i = 1, . . . (b,) W' c S for some 1 (b2) ml E S1 and m, E S,. Proof. Rephrasing condition (b) in terms of the previous terminology we get condition (b,). So, in fact, we only have to prove that conditions (b,), (b2) are equivalent.
Suppose that (b,) is true. Then ((I -l)m,,mI) is an element of S and ml E S1. Similarly we get m, E S,. Suppose that (b,) is true. Starting from any given example of a projective monomial curve, which is s.t.c.i., and using Theorem 3.4, we can get infinitely many examples of affine and projective monomial curves, which are s.t.c.i. in the affine or projective space of one dimension higher. For instance, one could consider as starting point of this procedure any monomial curve in Pz or any arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay monomial curve in P3.
Example 3.5. In this example we are going to start from the arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay monomial curve (u', u'%, u4v3, v7) in P3 and use Theorem 3.4 to deduce that certain monomial curves in A4 or P4 are s.t.c.i.. This curve is the s.t.c.i. of X2 -X:X3 and X: -3X;X:X4 + 3X:X,X",X: -X:X:, (see . Theorem 3.4 says that for any k, 1, such that k E (1,3,7) and k + 71 E (4,6,7), the affine monomial curve (tk, tk+', tk+3', tk+7') and its projective closure (u~+~',u"v~, ~~'v~+',u~'v~+~',v~+~') are s.t.c.i..
The only values of k and 1, for which this does not happen are k = 2 and 1 = 1. These lead to the curve (t', t3, t5, t'). But even this curve as well as its projective closure (u', u'v', u6v3, u4v5, vg) are s.t.c.i., according to our previous Example 2.2.
Summarising our results, we see that all affine monomial curves of the form (tk,tk+I,tk+31,1c+71
) and all projective monomial curves of the form (uk+71,u71vk,u61vk+l,u41vk+31,Vk+71) are indeed s.t.c.i..
We should also mention, that for all, up to the last one, of the curves of the above type, two of the three defining equations are exactly the same. Example 3.6. In this example we prove that all normal curves are s.t.c.i. (see [17, 22] ). We are going to prove it by induction. For P2 the proof is obvious. Suppose we know that (u", unV1u,. . . , II") is s.t.c.i. Then, applying Theorem 3.4 to this curve, we conclude that (u"+i, u"v, . . . , UV",U"+~) IS s.t.c.i., since both 1 and n + 1 belong to the semigroup (1,2, . . . , n).
The second technique
In this section we first prove a lemma concerning the arithmetical ranks of certain types of monomial curves. Based on this lemma, we develop a second technique by means of which one can find infinitely many examples of set-theoretic complete intersection monomial curves in A", just starting from a given one.
Consider an affine monomial curve C = C(mr, . . . ,m,) and the monomial curve Cta,i) ' C(amI ,..., ami-,,mi,ami+l ,..., am,,) , where g.c.d. (a, mi) = 1. Note that, in this section, we do not necessarily assume that ml < m2 < ... < m, holds. If f is an element of K [Xi, Xz, . . . ,X,1, we denote by Ja,i) the polynomial f(X,,X,, . . . , xq, . . . ) X").
For informations about the ideals of C and Cca,i) we refer to [14] . If I is an ideal of R (respectively of S), we will write rad(I) for the radical of I. The arithmetical rank of I, written ara(Z), is the smallest integer s for which there exist elements (respectively homogeneous elements) fi,fi, . . . ,f in I, such that rad(Z) = rad(fi,fi, . . . . f). The statement "C is s.t.c.i." can be expressed in terms of arithmetical rank by "ara(C) = n -1".
If Z is an ideal of Rc (respectively of SC), then the homogeneous arithmetical rank of I, written arah(Z), is the smallest integer s for which there exist o-homogeneous elements (respectively bihomogeneous elements) fi, f2, . . . , fs in I, such that rad(Z) = rad(fi,A . . . ,A).
If Z is the ideal of a monomial curve, we shall use the notation ara(C) instead of ara(Z(C)) and arah(C) instead of arah(Z(C)). (ii) Suppose that ara(C) = s, i.e. there exist fi,fi, . . . , f, such that Z(C) = rad(fi,fi, . . . , f). Then we claim that Z (C,,,iJ = raU(,,i) , . . . v_d(o,i) ).
The inclusion from right to left is obvious. Let h be an element ofZ(C,J c Rc(,,i). This element h can be written in the form h = & + Xih", + ... + X4-'&-r, in which the exponents of the variable Xi in the polynomials Kj are multiples of u. Note that the a-homogeneous terms in XiKj have different p-degrees from those in Xf&, whenj # t, because the o-degree of Kj is a multiple of a, for everyj. Therefore, each XiKj belongs to I (&, i,) . Note that I(&, i,) is a prime ideal and Xi $Z (C,,i,) . Thus, each t?j belongs to Z (C,,i,) and, for eachj, there exists an hj in Z(C), such that Kj = hj<,,i,. NOW hj belongs to rMfi,Sz, . . . , f). This means, that each Kj belongs to rad( &i) i, . . . , f;a,i)s)a Hence the last inclusion is also valid for the whole h.
(iii) Suppose that arah(Ct,,i,) = s, i.e. there exist a-homogeneous ii, . . . ,&, such that I(&, i,) = r&(8,, . . . , &). Since Gr, . . . , is are a-homogeneous and none of them has Xi as a factor, there are elements 91, . . . , gS of Z (C), such that gj(a, i) = gj. Note that gl, . . . , gS are a-homogeneous and that there are two distinct a-gradings involved here.
We claim that Z(C) = r4gl, . . ..sJ. On the other hand, (gca,i,)"', ii, . . . ,#s are all o-homogeneous. Therefore, by forgetting the terms T occurring in A,, for which a-degree(T) + a-degree(gj) # o-degree(g(,,i,)", the above equality still holds and the new Aj turn out to be a-homogeneous. Note firstly that the g-degree(g,,i,) is a multiple of a since it is the image of a a-homogeneous element of Z(C), and secondly that the a-degrees of ii, . . . , is are multiples of a, since they are a-homogeneous and none of them has Xi as factor. Hence, there exist Bi, . . . , B,, such that gm = Blgl + .+. + B,g,.
The proof follows from the fact that every element in Z(C) is a sum of a-homogeneous elements. 0 Remark 4.2. We do not know any example of an affine or projective monomial curve for which uru(C) is different from urah(C). We nevertheless know some monomial curves in P3, like the Mucuuluy curve (u4,u3v, uv3, v4), which have uruh(C) = 3 (not a-homogeneous s.t.c.i.), but it is still unknown if uru(C) is exactly 2 or exactly 3, (see [20] ). By a series of applications of operations Tc0.i): C + C~a,i), we can obtain any monomial curve starting from a minimal one. We shall say that two monomial curves belong to the same class, if both can be obtained from the same minimal curve. One of the simplest open cases for the set theoretic complete intersection problem for affine monomial curves was the curve (t', t6, t', t9). This curve is associated to the projective monomial curve (u4, u3v, uv3, v4), which is not arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay and so it is unknown if it is s.t.c.i. or not. Therefore, none of the theorems of the Sections 2 and 3 can be applied to conclude that (t', t6, t', t9) is s.t.c.i..
Using the technique of this section we see that the above curve is related to (P,t'O, l2 l6 t , t ). This curve is associated to the projective monomial curve (u', Z&J, u4u3, u') which is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay. Moreover (u16 -ZIP)' belongs to K[u7, ~~21, u403, u7]. Therefore (t9, t", I2 t , t I6 ) can be interpreted as s.t.c.i. of From Theorem 4.3, we see that the original curve (t5, t6, t8, t9) is s.t.c.i. and we can get its defining polynomials by changing XI by X4,X2 by X1,X3 by X2 and X4 by X3 in the polynomials defining (t9, t", t12, t16).
Thus, we get the following polynomials:
X: -x,x,, Note that we cannot conclude from these polynomials that the projective closure of (t5,t6,t8, t9) is s.t.c.i.. Remark 4.8. The trick used in Example 4.7 can be applied always in A4 but not with equal success. With the use of the following Lemma 4.9, we can relate any monomial curve in A4 to an arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay curve in P3 but, in general, the second condition of Theorem 2.1 will be not satisfied. Take, for example, a number 1 prime to ml. Then we have CcI,r) = C(ml, lm2, lm3, lm4). According to Lemma 4.9, this curve is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay if Im, -ml E ( (m4 -mz)#, (ms -mz)" ), which is always true for big 1. But for this curve to be s.t.c.i., according to Theorem 2.1, we need at least ml E (lmz -ml, lm3 -ml,lm4 -ml), which is never true for big 1. The curve (t4, t6, t", ti3) in A4 is the simplest monomial curve for which the techniques of this paper cannot be applied to conclude that it is s.t.c.i..
